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World leaders are calling for an end to nationalism and isolationism in the wake of
the covid-19 pandemic. 24 countries have come together to call for a global
settlement like the one reached after the second world war to “protect countries”
and build cross border co-operation.

The call by the 24 world leaders is made in today’s Daily Telegraph and other
newspapers around the world including, Le Monde in France and Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung in Germany.

The leaders claim that a new international settlement is necessary ahead of the next
international health crisis. They described Covid as the biggest threat to the global
community since the 1940’s.

“A treaty on pandemics “should lead to more mutual accountability and shared
responsibility, transparency and co-operation within the international system and
with its rules and norms”, the leaders said.

According to The Telegraph today;
(https://richieallen.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2021/03/brexit-news-
boris-johnson-emmanuel-macron-
angela-merkel-1168638.jpg)

The 24 world leaders warned that
regardless of the origins of the
outbreak, a future global pandemic was an inevitability.

The group, also including Charles Michel, the European Council president, Mark
Rutte, the Dutch prime minister, and the presidents of South Africa, South Korea,
Indonesia, Tunisia and Senegal, said the key question was not “if but when” the next
health crisis would strike.

They warned that “no single government or multilateral agency can address this
threat alone”, arguing: “Together, we must be better prepared to predict, prevent,
detect, assess and effectively respond to pandemics in a highly co-ordinated
fashion.”

Other central aims of a pandemic agreement would be to enhance international co-
operation around alert systems, data-sharing and research, as well as the local,
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regional and global production and distribution of vaccines, medicines, diagnostics
and personal protective equipment.

The new treaty would be rooted in the constitution of The World Health
Organization. “At a time when Covid-19 has exploited our weaknesses and divisions,
we must seize this opportunity and come together as a global community for
peaceful cooperation that extends beyond this crisis,” the leaders said.

This is terrifying. For many years, I have been featuring writers, researchers and
academics who warned us that this would happen. This is the end game.

International treaties are about one thing and one thing only, that is, concentrating
power in the hands of a tiny elite. It’s what globalists have been working towards for
decades.

It’s much more convenient for corporations and banks to do business with 24
countries who agree to regulatory alignment, than if those corporations have to deal
with 24 individual countries whose rules and regulations are different.

This is what the EU was always about. I’ve been banging that drum for years.
(https://richieallen.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2021/03/7c9b637efcf294b3efac30db705c7dd1.jpg)

Bill Gates, through his subsidiaries the
WHO, CEPI and GAVI, and pharma
giants like AstraZeneca, GSK and P�zer,
wants to vaccinate the world’s
population against every illness you can
name. AZ, GSK and P�zer have received
billions of dollars in grants from Gates.

June Raine, head of the UK’s medicine
regulator MHRA, is on the record as
saying that countries would be moving
away from the traditional approach of
treating illnesses when they arise, to a

new era where the focus will be on prevention.

It’s claimed that new mRNA technology has opened up a world of possibilities for
preventing illness. Vaccines are in development for obesity, diabetes, Alzheimer’s,
cancers and allergies. Imagine what the vaccination schedule for children could look
like in ten years?

Bill Gates wants these vaccines to be approved and rolled-out quickly. The proposed
pandemic treaty, which promises “mutual accountability shared responsibility and
co-operation” between 24 countries, will make it easy for him.

French President Emmanuel Macron has been criticised for his government’s failure
to approve coronavirus vaccines as quickly as the UK. France is being locked down
again. German Chancellor Angela Merkel has faced similar criticism.

A global pandemic treaty would solve that problem. A new vaccine wouldn’t need to
be assessed for safety and e�cacy by regulators in 24 countries. It would only need
to pass one inspection.

There will be alignment on travel and vaccine passports too. The world leaders, in
today’s article said;
(https://richieallen.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2021/03/digital-
immunity-passport.jpg)

It (the treaty) would also include
recognition of a “One Health” approach
that connects the health of humans,
animals and our planet. And such a
treaty should lead to more mutual
accountability and shared responsibility,
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transparency and co-operation within
the international system and with its
rules and norms.

Over time, the treaty will inevitably be amended to deal with Climate Change. It will
be repeated more frequently, that global warming has an impact on health, and
therefore, regulatory alignment to deal with it will be necessary.

The article, published in today’s Daily Telegraph and newspapers around the world,
is signed by;

. V. Bainimarama, prime minister of Fiji; António Luís Santos da Costa, prime
minister of Portugal; Klaus Iohannis, president of Romania; Boris Johnson, prime
minister of the United Kingdom; Paul Kagame, president of Rwanda; Uhuru
Kenyatta, president of Kenya; Emmanuel Macron, president of France; Angela
Merkel, chancellor of Germany; Charles Michel, president of the European Council;
Kyriakos Mitsotakis, prime minister of Greece; Moon Jae-in, president of the
Republic of Korea; Sebastián Piñera, president of Chile; Carlos Alvarado Quesada,
president of Costa Rica; Edi Rama, prime minister of Albania; Cyril Ramaphosa,
president of South Africa; Keith Rowley, prime minister of Trinidad and Tobago; Mark
Rutte, prime minister of the Netherlands; Kais Saied, president of Tunisia; Macky
Sall, president of Senegal; Pedro Sánchez, Prime Minister of Spain; Erna Solberg,

prime minister of Norway; Aleksandar Vučić, president of Serbia; Joko Widodo,
president of Indonesia; Volodymyr Zelensky, president of Ukraine; Dr Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, director-general of the World Health Organisation

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Richie Allen
Richie Allen is the host of The Richie Allen Radio show,
Europe's most listened to independent radio show and is a
passionate supporter of free speech. He lives in Salford with
the future Mrs Allen and their two dogs.
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Tony Seymour (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/tonyseymour/)
 1 month ago

World Economic Forum: Global Technology Governance Summit 6-7 April 2021 Streaming
live now

https://www.weforum.org/events/global-technology-governance-summit-2021
(https://www.weforum.org/events/global-technology-governance-summit-2021)

Report

Last edited 1 month ago by Tony Seymour

1

frank (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/callmemrrook/)
 1 month ago

Gates is an utter twat for thinking he can cheat Nature. Its a fickle beast and will wait. Wait
til you eat a piece of fruit that has been gene changed by Nature to weaken your vaccine
flooded body, to then step in with a mossie late at night.

“I am God, worship me” – Bill Gates, in his dreams

Report

5

ame
 1 month ago

NOT COVERED BY INSURANCE (https://i.postimg.cc/HxpzXTZh/d389ef6e-efb13318-1fc2-
415f-8b3f-6d630ba6c952.png)
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Lord Gorringe (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/lordgorringe/)
 1 month ago

Yes all part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.. or rather The Fourth Reich..

Oh just a conspiracy theory?

Well if that is the case then why does the UK government publish articles on it?

I mean, you have to ask ‘Where did our own Health Secretary come from? One of the
main proponents of the lockdowns. You would think in these times, logically, the guy
would have a long history of medical/health experience..?

In 2017 he was a rather unknown Minister for Digital, media, culture and sport.. 
Incase you missed it, this following article is what he had to say about The Fourth
Industrial Revolution ( now rebranded as ‘new normal’, ‘build back better’ or ‘The Great
Reset). And is still published on the UK Governments website for everyone to see:

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/the-4th-industrial-revolution
(https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/the-4th-industrial-revolution)
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Gerry (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/gerry/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

So that would explain the ‘snake eyes’ and the “”crocodile tears!!””

And if that ain’t a f**k*n reptile…

I don’t know what is!!!

Jeezus… You couldn’t make this up!!

Unbelievable!!
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Tony Seymour (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/tonyseymour/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Here’s more about Matt Hancock. 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1368662005322813447.html
(https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1368662005322813447.html)
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Tony Seymour (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/tonyseymour/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

UK govt leaders have been touting “Build Back Better” for some time. The web site
https://www.buildbackbetteruk.org/about-us
(https://www.buildbackbetteruk.org/about-us) says that “Build Back Better UK is
hosted by Green New Deal UK” and lists a huge number of organizations which
support it.

The Biden campaign made prominent use of the “Back Back Better” slogan. 
The web site https://www (https://www).buildbackbetter.com now redirects to
https://www.whitehouse.gov/ (https://www.whitehouse.gov/)
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G. Ring (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/wildandfree/)
 1 month ago

Mass obedience has led to the creation of this Pandemic Treaty.

Our “leaders” believe that they have a social licence to do what they like.

What we need now is mass civil disobedience everywhere, or we will see further
consolidation of global corporate interests.

1. Refuse to wear a mask
2. Refuse to socially distance
3. Refuse to stick to your bubble
4. Refuse to take PCR test
5. Refuse injection
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Tony Seymour (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/tonyseymour/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

I agree – mass civil disobedience is necessary. The demos on 20 March were quite
impressive, but even “the largest protest event in human history” in Feb 2003 failed to
stop the Iraq war. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/15_February_2003_anti-war_protests
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/15_February_2003_anti-war_protests)
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Urban fox (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/theurbanfox/)
 1 month ago

Many of the general public have believed globalization to be a good thing. Wrongly
thinking that it would be a utopian world. Where there are no more wars and we all sit
around and sing round the camp fire, roasting marsh mellows and drinking home made
wine. The reality, as Richie touches on above is Very different. Because the utopian
globalist argument, rests in the false assumption that those in power have our best
interests at heart. And that those who get to power, will be people we can trust. Both
these premises are false. And they are part of what has brought the current situation to a
head. These beliefs also stem from people not believing in their own strength, and
wanting others to take control over them, because of this.

There is also the question of, if the whole planet is the same. Where do you go, if you
don’t like what you get. We are seeing the answer to that now.

The original anarchists movement didn’t believe in violence. It was the Nialists that were
violent.But they both had similar beliefs. They believed that communities should largely
govern themselves locally and that countries should do the same. And that people should
vote for individual policies where possible. They believed that this would stop to much
power, being held by to few. As they saw the danger in that idea. It’s turning out to be
most unfortunate for us, that they didn’t succeed in their aims.

If this is allowed to continue, if we can’t pull this back, the future is unthinkable. It’s
everything Orwell predicted in “1984 ” with the chemical dependency,Eugenics and
biological engineering of Huxley in ” Brave New world” . This is the fulfillment of what is
carved in stone, on ” The Georgia guide stones”. A slave population of half a billion
transhumans.

Yesterday I went out to do my banking and shopping, on a gloriously sunny  day,at the
start of spring. Normally this should have been a pleasant enough experience. Instead
there is a darkness that can be felt and seen everywhere. People on the streets, miserable
in covered faces and security on the doors of various premises. Intimidating anyone who

dares to walk past them without hand sanitizing and putting a mask on.How long before
people start turning on the unvaccinated. ?.We are rapidly turning into a world divided
into two groups, ” the believers ” who believe in this scam and incredibly still believe in
the system. And “the unbelievers”, who can see the truth.

This is not a country I recognize anymore. We are under occupation from a foreign power.
We are now being governed by ” Technocratic, globalist facists “. And people seem to be
mostly unaware of this fact and happy to go along with the insanity. What we need is
more people to stop believing in this hoax and stop believing in the system. And to start
believing and trusting in themselves and their own strength and power.

” Do not put your trust in Prince’s 
Do not put your trust in the rulers of this world. 
But trust in your own judgment and the spirit within. 
For our battle, is not against flesh and blood, 
But against the dark forces of this world 
And the power, that is within us, 
Is greater than the power, that is within the world. “

Report
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G. Ring
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Jennie (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/jennie/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Excellent post. As in Brave New World I think we need to set up separate communities
but I’m sure we can make them a bit better than the savage reservation in the book.
Aldous Huxley himself thought he made the alternative to the establishment too
bleak. The last book he wrote is a book called Island about the society he would like
to see and I do recommend it.

When I talk to people on my walks who are aware most of them want out but don’t
know how to do it. This I think needs to be next stage, to work out how to do this.

I think independent journalists like Richie are essential for people who are waking up
and searching for the truth but, after more than a year, I think trying to wake people
up on an individual basis who are unwilling to listen is really a waste of time.

Report

18

Urban fox (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/theurbanfox/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Thanks Jennie, only read BNW. Will have to have a look. Yes it’s incredible, how
the majority are still ” Believers ” I have not been able to handle watching/
listening to MSM for many month’s. As to upsetting for me. If it wasn’t for
Richie and others. I don’t know what I would do. It means I don’t have to go
through listening to all this garbage myself. Speak soon,

Report
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Jennie (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/jennie/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Same here don’t follow msm at all anymore. Enjoy your day.

Report

10

ame
 Reply to   1 month ago

last April May around where i am based u>k 
their was posters in the bus stops that said ‘the great reset’, then their
was huge billboard from sky, brave new world a new series (definitely
worth the watch ) 
also got a flyers through the door from pizza company’s that was
associated with call of duty black ops Cold War.

dont let the buggers get you down
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Urban fox
(https://richieallen.co.uk/members/theurbanfox/)

 Reply to   1 month ago

Thanks mate.
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Blackcat69 (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/bobwimpenny/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Jennie, well said re waking people up – too much time and energy wasted
which could be better spent sorting ourselves, our lives and our future plans out
! – simple law of Nature / Science – you can not wake the dead 
If after a whole year people still believe this crap,then they are dead and
beyond reach.don’t waste your precious time.

Re not listening to MSM, we all listen to it on a daily basis through the likes of
Richie who spends several hours a day watching, listening and reading it so he
can inform us of whats going on,, spare a thought for the poor buggar doing
that for us, so we don’t have to, 
it is essential to be Informed what is happening in the MSN daily or we would
never know what the B,stards are planning to do next.

Report
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Jennie (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/jennie/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

You’re so right. The only time I hear or read msm is when Richie or one
or two others I follow play or quote it. I agree with you that we need to
know what they’re up to but it isn’t good for the blood pressure. You’re
also right that it’s great of Richie to put himself through listening to all
that utter bilge so we don’t have to.

Report

2

Blackcat69
(https://richieallen.co.uk/members/bobwimpenny/)

 Reply to   1 month ago

Got rid of my TV a few year ago, don’t buy Newspapers but thanks
to various sources (Richie, Spiro etc) keep up with the “plans for
us” but avoid the 90 odd percent “Dross” you have to wade
through to find the Important stuff !

Report

1

G. Ring (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/wildandfree/)
 1 month ago

Today’s press conference on the #PandemicTreaty
(https://twitter.com/hashtag/PandemicTreaty?src=hashtag_click) can be viewed at
https:// (https://t.co/UMXZDUvfdA?amp=1)pscp.tv/w/1ZkKzeVrWQXxv
(https://t.co/UMXZDUvfdA?amp=1)

“The proposal for an international treaty on pandemics was first announced by the
President of the European Council, Charles Michel, at the Paris Peace Forum in November
2020.”

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/coronavirus/pandemic-treaty/
(https://www consilium europa eu/en/policies/coronavirus/pandemic treaty/)
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(https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/coronavirus/pandemic-treaty/)

Report
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Jennie (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/jennie/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Of course while trying to deal with illness in reasonable ways we could just accept that
illness and death are part of life but that doesn’t suit the plan.

Report

7

Neil (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/whitby/)
 1 month ago

Their scheming is now bearing fruit,they now realise that the world is subservient and
easily controllable with this plandemic,suppose the next thing will be to get rid of
countries identity by zoning ,ie northern zone ,eastern zone ,southern zone and western
zone basically just one world zoned out,scary thought .

Report

12

Gene Hunt (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/mikejohnbishopyahoo-co-uk/)
 1 month ago

Makes you warm to Kim Jong-un of North Korea, for not putting his name to the list!

Report

29

Gerry (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/gerry/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

With a bit of luck, he’ll just blow us to smithereens and be done with it!!!

I’m beginning to think that a quick death would be far better than this utter b****x!!

Report

13

Gene Hunt (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/mikejohnbishopyahoo-co-
uk/)

 Reply to   1 month ago

Anyway guys & girls, Sir Lenny of Henry tells us it’s good to take the devil’s juice,
sooooo, don’t have nightmares, do sleep well…….. 

Report
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Kay (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/kathy/)
 1 month ago

Here we go then… beginning of the end game! We knew this was coming, question is are
we too late to stop this.

Report

11

Blackcat69 (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/bobwimpenny/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Kay, Sadly it is probably too late to stop them, the likes of Icke and others say “we are
many and they are few” – but actually; although it is only a tiny minority right at the
very top, 
between them and us are hundreds of millions of masked zombies who will not only
accept anything the tiny minority dish out, but will also help them enforce it.

Report

19

Kay (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/kathy/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Sadly Blackcat you are right.

Report

5

Craig (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/topper/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

I have to agree with Blackcat. I could have given a nice, warm and fuzzy answer, but it
wouldn’t have been an honest one. The planners of this have been arranging things
for decades and manoeuvring their pieces into position, while simultaneously funding
‘activists’ and government policies that drive ever increasing divisions among the
people to keep them distracted. 
They have planned everything down to the finest details and remain a great many
steps of us.

Report

16

Blackcat69 (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/bobwimpenny/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Accepting reality does not make us defeatists, indeed it gives us an edge,
admittedly only a very slight one – but expecting and planning for the worse
gives you a better chance of perhaps pulling something out of the hat ! 
The lockdown protesters (and i respect them a lot) will never achieve the
numbers that the Iraq WMD protesters massed – and exactly what did a million
plus protesters achive ? 
Living somewhere like USA where you can drop off the grid and disappear into
the mountains and deserts with your AR15 is one thing,, but lets face it living in
England with a few tins of baked beans and a crossbow in your bug out bag,
well good look finding somewhere to hide ! the big cities like London where
you used to be able to disappear, use a false name work for cash in hand and
rent a dingy room for cash is becoming harder to do, cctv everywhere and the
possible cashless system combined with the vaccine passport will make it
almost Impossible to hide, sure you will be able to work for food and
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accomodation, but that will be it, almost reminiscent of the Victorian
Workhouses, and lets face it the big Cities are where you least want to be.

Report

13

Craig (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/topper/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

That about echoes my own thoughts. 
Unfortunately, every piece of land in the UK is private land, but there are
actually plenty of places to hide, mostly underground in tunnel systems
and abandoned mines. But without some serious investment, living in
such places is out of the question.

Report

4

Blackcat69
(https://richieallen.co.uk/members/bobwimpenny/)

 Reply to   1 month ago

Craig, forgot about the fact the country is riddled with natural
caves and old mine tunnels – but all are “on the map” – if they
knew you were down there i wouldnt put it past them to seal you
in forever

Report

4

Craig (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/topper/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

If you had the right equipment, it wouldn’t matter. That said, if you
went down with the right equipment, there would be no reason to
venture out again (unless it was a hankering for the sunlight, wind,
rain, etc) and so they might not realise.

Report

2

Blackcat69
(https://richieallen.co.uk/members/bobwimpenny/)

 Reply to   1 month ago

Good point Craig, but possibly a fine line (with numourous
opinions on that) as what constitutes the difference between being
alive or living life, 
one only has to think about the millions hiding in their houses with
pasta and loo roll for the last 12 month and compare with 12
month down a old mine with pasta and loo roll, 
if i had to chose the best of the 2 options then the mine i guess
would win – but not much of a choice really, but as the saying
goes better to die on your feet than live on your knees so would
join you at least while we try figure what to do next.
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Craig (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/topper/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

What area of the UK are you in?

Report

0

Blackcat69
(https://richieallen.co.uk/members/bobwimpenny/)

 Reply to   1 month ago

Holmfirth West Yorkshire,

Report

1

Craig (https://richieallen.co.uk/members/topper/)
 Reply to   1 month ago

Plenty of caves and mines around that way, Good hill country as
well.

Report

2

Blackcat69
(https://richieallen.co.uk/members/bobwimpenny/)

 Reply to   1 month ago

Spot on, plus plenty of freshwater springs. although nowhere near
as many as when i was a kid
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